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From merlynliberty at gmail.com Fri Nov 1 08:55:44 2019
From: merlynliberty at gmail.com (Merlyn Liberty)
Date: Fri, 1 Nov 2019 08:55:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHXTmKckFfOapagEw6mWtr5wmSKg+9VjfMoROoEYMqFneA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAuAAAAAAAAAE1kodqctLdJiEtEUW+TEGoBANlTnCJhprtFudq2LHCBs8EBACQA//
8AABAAAABLU5HumTRSQIAWF+a6COtBAQAAAAA=@ctls.net>
<CABS3ZHXTmKckFfOapagEw6mWtr5wmSKg+9VjfMoROoEYMqFneA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CA+W5k93_gLnVT7fmgY7TS0VriqMKfi0OGN6iDoyEQ=RMe-DB3Q@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Traci,
Congratulations! Finding Your Roots is a great show and PBS is a top-tier
production company. Here are a few things to consider *in general*.
We have received research requests like these in the past from various TV
production companies. Some were magnificent to work with and others who
were absolutely, unbelievably dreadful.
It is the Dyer Memorial Library & Archives' policy to provide a summary of
the records, artifacts, photos, and ephemera we have in our collection that
might be related to their very broad research question. We also recommend
one of our local experts who is familiar with our collection (who may or
may not be a Pro Genealogist or Historian), to perform the actual records
survey and research.
The research request you received is not just a simple lookup and could
potentially take up a considerable amount of time that you and your staff
need to devote to day-to-day service and current projects. Since the DML&A
is a staff of 1.5, are not full-time, and have limited hours, we cannot
perform the in-depth research some producers ask for. That is why we
recommend a Researcher to do it.
Production companies are working on a tight shooting schedule and want all
the information you have in your collection yesterday. If they hire a
Researcher, it releases you and your staff from the time-crunch burden.
Lastly, should the offer be made to use your library-archives as a location
during filming, read the Release and Liability agreements very carefully,
parsing them word-by-word and for nuance. Some agreements we have received
have been absolutely ridiculous. The most egregious one allowed them to
depict our institution any way they wanted, implying that something murdery
happened at the DML&A. (We said, "Nope. Move along.") Others released the
production company from any and all liability from damage to the facility
and to our collections. Again, hard pass.
We have had excellent experiences with local news shows like Chronicle (
https://www.wcvb.com/chronicle) and our local access TV shows. I vaguely
recall my predecessor mentioning Ken Burns' team researching at the Dyer
for Civil War. I need to get the full story about that...
There is a next to zero chance that you and your library would have a bad
experience with this show. I just wanted to share some things you might
want to think about when working with TV production companies in general.
Good luck!
Merlyn Liberty

Librarian & Archivist
Dyer Memorial Library
facebook.com/DyerMemorialLibrary
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191101/8b04fa99/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 342702 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191101/8b04fa99/
attachment-0001.png>
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Mon Nov 4 11:10:34 2019
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Mon, 4 Nov 2019 11:10:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 194, Issue 1
In-Reply-To: <mailman.7303.1572612979.1262.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.7303.1572612979.1262.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAAwgk_r_dqkLsk-urv6Vi_AZbAgBbnk=UdZzx4Ym1iYF=CXoKg@mail.gmail.com>
Merlyn,
Thanks so much for the advice! I was just a little surprised by the lack
of dates included in the initial request, but since then they've been great
(so far, anyway) to work with. I was able to find what they needed in a
reasonable time frame.
Traci
From: Merlyn Liberty <merlynliberty at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
Hi Traci,
Congratulations! Finding Your Roots is a great show and PBS is a top-tier
production company. Here are a few things to consider *in general*.
We have received research requests like these in the past from various TV
production companies. Some were magnificent to work with and others who
were absolutely, unbelievably dreadful.
It is the Dyer Memorial Library & Archives' policy to provide a summary of
the records, artifacts, photos, and ephemera we have in our collection that
might be related to their very broad research question. We also recommend
one of our local experts who is familiar with our collection (who may or
may not be a Pro Genealogist or Historian), to perform the actual records
survey and research.
The research request you received is not just a simple lookup and could
potentially take up a considerable amount of time that you and your staff
need to devote to day-to-day service and current projects. Since the DML&A
is a staff of 1.5, are not full-time, and have limited hours, we cannot

perform the in-depth research some producers ask for. That is why we
recommend a Researcher to do it.
Production companies are working on a tight shooting schedule and want all
the information you have in your collection yesterday. If they hire a
Researcher, it releases you and your staff from the time-crunch burden.
Lastly, should the offer be made to use your library-archives as a location
during filming, read the Release and Liability agreements very carefully,
parsing them word-by-word and for nuance. Some agreements we have received
have been absolutely ridiculous. The most egregious one allowed them to
depict our institution any way they wanted, implying that something murdery
happened at the DML&A. (We said, "Nope. Move along.") Others released the
production company from any and all liability from damage to the facility
and to our collections. Again, hard pass.
We have had excellent experiences with local news shows like Chronicle (
https://www.wcvb.com/chronicle) and our local access TV shows. I vaguely
recall my predecessor mentioning Ken Burns' team researching at the Dyer
for Civil War. I need to get the full story about that...
There is a next to zero chance that you and your library would have a bad
experience with this show. I just wanted to share some things you might
want to think about when working with TV production companies in general.
Good luck!
Merlyn Liberty
Librarian & Archivist
Dyer Memorial Library
facebook.com/DyerMemorialLibrary
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191104/4721b967/
attachment.html>
From DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU Mon Nov 4 12:43:44 2019
From: DAUGHERTYJ18 at ECU.EDU (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Mon, 4 Nov 2019 17:43:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
In-Reply-To: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Hi Traci,
We have a the log book from the Sloop Agnes that belonged to William Williams and
also a professional genealogist's file on him.
https://digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/findingaids/0768#about
Let me know if you/they are interested.
Thanks!

Jennifer Daugherty
Head, North Carolina Collection
Special Collections, Joyner Library 3401
East Carolina University
1000 E 5th Street | Mail Stop 516
Greenville, NC 27858-4353
910-328-0290
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Traci Thompson <traci.thompson at gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 10:25 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
This email is from outside ECU and may, or may not, be legitimate. Please use your
due diligence before taking action. Click for details.<https://itcs.ecu.edu/dontfall-for-a-phishing-scam/>
I just have to share...I am amazed that I received this request today without a
mention of any dates whatsoever. Sure, I can assume pre-1865, but still....
[image.png]
Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.

CG is a service mark and Certified Genealogist is a registered certification mark
of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used under license by board
certificants after periodic competency evaluations, and the board name is
registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191104/
c53744f9/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image.png
Type: image/png
Size: 428373 bytes
Desc: image.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191104/
c53744f9/attachment-0001.png>
From allenroberta54 at gmail.com

Mon Nov

4 17:03:22 2019

From: allenroberta54 at gmail.com (Roberta Allen)
Date: Mon, 4 Nov 2019 16:03:22 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Message-ID: <CAC4qq-GWPmtroNsDJrbck6As=AZ4d+g32Tu6p_cWcE_Mmiqxxg@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks,
Roberta Allen
On Mon, Nov 4, 2019 at 11:46 AM Daugherty, Jennifer <DAUGHERTYJ18 at ecu.edu>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Traci,
We have a the log book from the Sloop Agnes that belonged to William
Williams and also a professional genealogist's file on him.
https://digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/findingaids/0768#about
Let me know if you/they are interested.
Thanks!
Jennifer Daugherty
Head, North Carolina Collection
Special Collections, Joyner Library 3401
East Carolina University
1000 E 5th Street | Mail Stop 516
Greenville, NC 27858-4353
910-328-0290
-----------------------------*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Traci Thompson <
traci.thompson at gmail.com>
*Sent:* Wednesday, October 30, 2019 10:25 AM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Finding Your Roots
This email is from outside ECU and may, or may not, be legitimate. Please
use your due diligence before taking action. Click for details.
<https://itcs.ecu.edu/dont-fall-for-a-phishing-scam/>
I just have to share...I am amazed that I received this request today
without a mention of any dates whatsoever. Sure, I can assume pre-1865, but
still....
[image: image.png]
Traci Thompson, MLIS, CG
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library

> 727 N Grace St
> Rocky Mount, NC 27804
> 252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
> Opinions expressed are my own.
>
>
>
> *CG is a service mark and Certified Genealogist is a registered
> certification mark of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used
> under license by board certificants after periodic competency evaluations,
> and the board name is registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office.*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191104/687e986f/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image.png
Type: image/png
Size: 428373 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191104/687e986f/
attachment-0001.png>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Nov 6 12:07:26 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2019 12:07:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] military questions
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Message-ID: <5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.'
Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his
serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library

105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/
bc86985d/attachment.html>
From tbhobbs at dadecolib.org Wed Nov 6 12:14:44 2019
From: tbhobbs at dadecolib.org (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 11:14:44 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] military questions
In-Reply-To: <5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
What Branch of Service?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for
a 'service number.'
Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then
decide to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft
card and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked
are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the
other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/1e2f036a/
attachment.html>
From tbhobbs at dadecolib.org Wed Nov 6 12:15:53 2019
From: tbhobbs at dadecolib.org (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 11:15:53 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] military questions
In-Reply-To: <CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRp-VUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
woops - it is Army Enlistment for those of us who do not read all...
WW2 Army Records pretty much destroyed by fire at Manpower Center.
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:14 AM Tom Hobbs <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> wrote:
> What Branch of Service?
>
>
> On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>>
Hello;
>>
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
>> from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for
>> a 'service number.'
Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
>> it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
>>
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then
>> decide to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft
>> card and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
>> They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked
>> are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the
>> other does not.
>>
>> Thanks in advance,
>> Kim
>>
>>
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list

>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> -> tbh
>
-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/
f0fe2616/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Nov 6 12:35:26 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2019 12:35:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DC3045E020000AA000D2990@volusia.org>
Oh, sorry. It was Army
>>> "Tom Hobbs" <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> 11/6/2019 12:14 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
What Branch of Service?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian

Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/7f4d9398/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Nov 6 12:38:33 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2019 12:38:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRp-VUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRp-VUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
Yes, I know most of the records were destroyed by the fire...and I warned her
about that. But IF something survived, and if it's free for next of kin, I know
she'd like to get what she can. She knows next to nothing about her father and her
family.
>>> "Tom Hobbs" <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> 11/6/2019 12:15 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
woops - it is Army Enlistment for those of us who do not read all...
WW2 Army Records pretty much destroyed by fire at Manpower Center.
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:14 AM Tom Hobbs <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> wrote:
What Branch of Service?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service

number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-tbh
-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/692be49d/
attachment.html>
From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Wed Nov 6 12:58:45 2019
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 17:58:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRp-VUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
<5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
Message-ID:
<BYAPR01MB3733BE51FE497A6007075F93C3790@BYAPR01MB3733.prod.exchangelabs.com>
My advice is to check for medical and payroll records for the man. Most of these
were kept in other locations. My husband's mantra is always, "Follow the Money!"

when he does military research.
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2019 12:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
Yes, I know most of the records were destroyed by the fire...and I warned her
about that. But IF something survived, and if it's free for next of kin, I know
she'd like to get what she can. She knows next to nothing about her father and her
family.
>>> "Tom Hobbs" <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org<mailto:tbhobbs at dadecolib.org>>
11/6/2019 12:15 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
woops - it is Army Enlistment for those of us who do not read all...
WW2 Army Records pretty much destroyed by fire at Manpower Center.
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:14 AM Tom Hobbs <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org<mailto:tbhobbs
at dadecolib.org>> wrote:
What Branch of Service?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at
volusia.org>> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library

105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Csellettb%40neumann.edu
%7C9e401b8a5bb54e9369af08d762e1608d%7C0625771818b8471e979d44ec1dcafa3b
%7C1%7C1%7C637086592445764591&sdata=p00QHYnOjjfbJtMQRrW6%2Bs2NuaFowtOj%2FgkfL7y8lTU
%3D&reserved=0>
-tbh
-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/8e57ee26/
attachment.html>
From kohlerbj at bellsouth.net Wed Nov 6 13:16:24 2019
From: kohlerbj at bellsouth.net (Bonnie Kohler)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 13:16:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQkMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com> <CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRpVUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
<5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <008401d594ce$4d267f00$e7737d00$@bellsouth.net>
If she knows where her father lived when he was discharged, it is possible
the county clerk has a record of his service that will include his service
number. Men were instructed to register their service in the local courts
when they returned home. The veterans association for the place where he
lived when he was discharged might be helpful.
Best regards,
Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
Family History Researcher
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Wellington, Florida

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 12:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions

Yes, I know most of the records were destroyed by the fire...and I warned
her about that. But IF something survived, and if it's free for next of
kin, I know she'd like to get what she can. She knows next to nothing about
her father and her family.

>>> "Tom Hobbs" <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> 11/6/2019 12:15 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
know the content is safe.
woops - it is Army Enlistment for those of us who do not read all...
WW2 Army Records pretty much destroyed by fire at Manpower Center.

On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:14 AM Tom Hobbs <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> wrote:
What Branch of Service?

On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from
WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a
'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it?
I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a
WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information. They might
be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not
always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the other does
not.

Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-tbh

--

tbh
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From ddudek at fountaindale.org Wed Nov 6 13:43:16 2019
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 12:43:16 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] military questions
In-Reply-To: <5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHWrQfQ0LxcXX47c=jPgt1Ass4B6z=3bz9=s=hG+TGSU4w@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance
well beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed
in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when
requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form
requesting his/her father's WWII official military service file. The
patron will want to include their father's legal name, military service (or
serial) number, social security number, and birth/death details. If the
patron's father has passed, you will want to note this, and include a copy
of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send patrons to
the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived
the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher,
medical/hospital treatment records, commendations, and other details. It
varies from person to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC
website for visitation and contact information:
https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices
*This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
records to research. *
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate request
to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their father's
Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a summary of
their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates, pension
numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as it will
give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a unit history
from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be done online and
free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a month,
his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and where the unit
is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the patron's father
by last name, and show all the other men he served with, which helps when
looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in old photographs and

correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want to
move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the
National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in
charge would write a short description of events, furloughs, movements, and
other occurrences. These are hand written, and depending on the officer,
will vary in quality of information. With a good record keeper, your
patron can discover the daily experiences of his/her father during the war,
and can find out when and where they went on leave, as well as the extra
curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays and
special events.
The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
daily morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their
behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
down, but they may contain other useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are
the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment
Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have at least one
card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment cards can
assist in confirming service information on a basic level, so your patron
will want to search for one while waiting for records from the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled *Stories
from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air
Corps, and National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
<https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/
1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5>*,
which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available, how
to access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This
book is available through ILL, which should help the budget for this
project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand before
lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics for
several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject last
year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free
guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from
the World War I Centennial Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html
.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
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from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for
a 'service number.'
Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then
decide to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft
card and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked
are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the
other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Nov 6 14:17:29 2019
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 6 Nov 2019 19:17:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (November 2019)
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB4130848C7774979E60568429BC790@BL0PR0901MB4130.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>

EXPLORE RELIC
November 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
pwcgov.org/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>.

[Genealogy 101]<http://bit.ly/2kGWQWo>
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED<http://bit.ly/2kGWQWo>
Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Darlene
Hunter, Certified Genealogist, will demonstrate the essential first steps to take
and resources to use, most of which are available for free through the library.
Wednesday, November 13, 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2kGWQWo>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
________________________________
[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/PublishingImages/RELIC/programs/
CENSUS.png]<http://bit.ly/2mGGMol>
MAKING SENSE OF THE CENSUS<http://bit.ly/2mGGMol>
RELIC's Don Wilson will detail the use of population censuses as well as nonpopulation schedules. Explore the peculiarities of these records and learn to use
mortality, agricultural, and industrial schedules; the defective, dependent, and
delinquent classes, and more.
Tuesday, November 19, 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2mGGMol>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]
LOCAL YEARBOOKS BEING ADDED TO THE INTERNET ARCHIVE
[Yearbook]<http://bit.ly/335XgGz>
Local high school yearbooks are among the most popular items collected by RELIC. We
now have over 300 of those annuals among our holdings. We are happy to report that
at least 100 of them have now been digitized and put online for your entertainment.
Thanks to the support of the Library of Virginia's yearbook digitization project
and the Internet Archive, you can now access a variety of Prince William, Manassas,
and Manassas Park yearbooks.
To view yearbooks that have recently been uploaded, visit
archive.org/details/pwcpubliclibrary<http://bit.ly/335XgGz>. They include Osbourn,
Woodbridge, Gar-Field, Manassas Park, and Potomac high schools for selected years
between 1946 and 1998. Previously, a few other schools had been uploaded including

Brentsville District, Jennie Dean, Battlefield, and Osbourn Park. Search using
keywords "Prince William Yearbooks" at archive.org<https://archive.org/> for, as
the project continues, we will add to the online content and link it to RELIC's
digital archives.
We are eager to add to the collection of our local school yearbooks. If you have a
yearbook not represented in our collection, we would appreciate your lending it to
us so that it can be scanned and returned to you unharmed.

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>
[Mary Ball Washington]<http://bit.ly/2NwpZOb>
COMPLICATED, VERY COMPLICATED: GEORGE WASHINGTON'S RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS
MOTHER<http://bit.ly/2NwpZOb>
Dr. Peter Henriques, George Mason University Professor of History Emeritus and
George Washington Scholar, illuminates the early influence the very complex Mary
Ball Washington exerted on her famous son and further examines their later, quite
controversial relationship and the friction between them.
Thursday, December 5, 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2NwpZOb>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>
To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-news.aspx>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
You may also register online by clicking
here<http://pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx> and
selecting the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and
activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.
[Like us on Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/PrinceWilliamPublicLibraries>

[Follow us on Twitter]<https://twitter.com/PrinceWmLibrary>
[View on Instagram]<https://instagram.com/pwpls>
[Find us on Pinterest]<https://www.pinterest.com/pwpls/>
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From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Nov 6 16:25:53 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2019 16:25:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <008401d594ce$4d267f00$e7737d00$@bellsouth.net>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CAMkUo0eLCKNVkCmNeMQ-kMWUS6pASQu_NDSvhh_AoZr7ywUhVw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAMkUo0eaPiXkQUSaHRp-VUkx+4EfMifDh3+uQs3EjMn1dtaykQ@mail.gmail.com>
<5DC30519020000AA000D2999@volusia.org>
<008401d594ce$4d267f00$e7737d00$@bellsouth.net>
Message-ID: <5DC33A61020000AA000D2A2F@volusia.org>
Yes, a local vet told me years ago that service personnel were encouraged to do
this...it's a good idea.
Actually...and I know it's a long shot...we're trying to track down info on his
early military years and anything that might mention his parent's names. My patron
explained that her father's parents both died young and he grew up in an orphanage.
She doesn't know the names of her grandparents, as her father would never talk
about "the old days." She did know where the orphanage was though, but the archives
where the records are won't search for any records past 1918, and he didn't enter
until sometime in the 1920s. We have sent for the SS 5 and hoping that pans out.
She can't get a birth certificate for her father without the name of at least one
parent.
So the main request she has is to find the name of her grandparents...but she would
like to have anything else about him she could find as well.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Bonnie Kohler" <kohlerbj at bellsouth.net> 11/6/2019 1:16 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
If she knows where her father lived when he was discharged, it is possible the
county clerk has a record of his service that will include his service number. Men
were instructed to register their service in the local courts when they returned
home. The veterans association for the place where he lived when he was discharged

might be helpful.
Best regards,
Bonnie Dunphy Kohler
Family History Researcher
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Wellington, Florida

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Wednesday, November 6, 2019 12:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
Yes, I know most of the records were destroyed by the fire...and I warned her
about that. But IF something survived, and if it's free for next of kin, I know
she'd like to get what she can. She knows next to nothing about her father and her
family.
>>> "Tom Hobbs" <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> 11/6/2019 12:15 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
woops - it is Army Enlistment for those of us who do not read all...
WW2 Army Records pretty much destroyed by fire at Manpower Center.
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:14 AM Tom Hobbs <tbhobbs at dadecolib.org> wrote:
What Branch of Service?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-tbh
-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/4c144918/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Nov 6 16:29:03 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2019 16:29:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHWrQfQ0LxcXX47c=jPgt1Ass4B6z=3bz9=s=hG+TGSU4w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CABS3ZHWrQfQ0LxcXX47c=jPgt1Ass4B6z=3bz9=s=hG+TGSU4w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DC33B1F020000AA000D2A34@volusia.org>
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She said she has
it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the state of FL where he
died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance well
beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed in the
1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when requesting WWI and
WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form requesting his/her father's
WWII official military service file. The patron will want to include their father's
legal name, military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to note this,
and include a copy of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send
patrons to the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.

In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived the fire.
This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital treatment
records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person to person. Your
patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation and contact
information: https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/
visitors-services
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of information
your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate request to
the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their father's Veterans
Administration Index Card. This card will include a summary of their service
details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates, pension numbers, and other
information. This card is handy to have, as it will give solid unit/regiment data
which can be used to request a unit history from the Army Education and Heritage
Center. This can be done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they will want to
move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on microfilm at the National
Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster rolls are great, as they certify
where the patron's father is once a month, his condition (sick, missing, in
hospital, present, etc) and where the unit is located when the roll was called.
These rolls name the patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he
served with, which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding
access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want to move on
to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in charge would write a short
description of events, furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand
written, and depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of his/her
father during the war, and can find out when and where they went on leave, as well
as the extra curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays
and special events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the daily
morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from photographs,
articles, World War II honor books, and other publications which may be stored at a
local level. These can take some time to track down, but they may contain other
useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get started on
research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are the WWII Draft
Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some
people have both, but most people have at least one card, either a draft or an
enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist in confirming service information
on a basic level, so your patron will want to search for one while waiting for
records from the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled Stories from
the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and
National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
( https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/
1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5) ,
which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available, how to

access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This book is
available through ILL, which should help the budget for this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand before
lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics for several
years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject last year. If any
patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free guide, which will be
delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from the World War I Centennial
Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek

Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because words have
power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time." - Terry
Prachett's Going Postal
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191106/
e3e97c48/attachment.html>
From mherlihy at nla.gov.au Wed Nov 6 22:27:55 2019
From: mherlihy at nla.gov.au (Michael Herlihy)
Date: Thu, 7 Nov 2019 03:27:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Unsubscribe me please
Message-ID:
<ME1PR01MB1219FE2D08F74A3E93CB73C3F5780@ME1PR01MB1219.ausprd01.prod.outlook.com>

Michael Herlihy | Reference Librarian | Information Services | National Library of
Australia |
Canberra ACT 2600 |Ph 02 6262 1293| mherlihy at nla.gov.au<mailto:mherlihy at
nla.gov.au>| http://www.nla.gov.au<http://www.nla.gov.au/>
I pay respect to the Indigenous People as traditional custodians of Australia past, present, and future.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191107/
c1fc41d1/attachment.html>
From ddudek at fountaindale.org Thu Nov 7 11:23:23 2019
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Thu, 7 Nov 2019 10:23:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: military questions
In-Reply-To: <5DC33B1F020000AA000D2A34@volusia.org>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CABS3ZHWrQfQ0LxcXX47c=jPgt1Ass4B6z=3bz9=s=hG+TGSU4w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DC33B1F020000AA000D2A34@volusia.org>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHV8fMn8NFAoFCU0aMST9y=qg1W8oHRvRM8W3o3_4h0RLA@mail.gmail.com>
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she doesn't
have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to everything
in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents for
his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards for WWII
are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should be able to
find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
> Thanks for this info, Debra!

Is the death certificate required? She said

> she has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the
> state of FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
> Kim
>
> >>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
> DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
> know the content is safe.
> Hi Kim,
>
> There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance
> well beyond an official military service record.
>
> With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
> process:
>
> 1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed
> in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when
> requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form
> requesting his/her father's WWII official military service file. The patron
> will want to include their father's legal name, military service (or
> serial) number, social security number, and birth/death details. If the
> patron's father has passed, you will want to note this, and include a copy
> of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send patrons to
> the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
> option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.
> In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived
> the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital
> treatment records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person
> to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation
> and contact information:
> https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices
>
> *This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
> information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
> records to research. *
>
>
> 2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate
> request to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their
> father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a
> summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates,
> pension numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as it
> will give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a unit
> history from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be done
> online and free of charge.
>
> 3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
> will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
> microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
> rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a month,
> his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and where the unit
> is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the patron's father
> by last name, and show all the other men he served with, which helps when
> looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in old photographs and
> correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
> muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
>

> 4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want
> to move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the
> National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in
> charge would write a short description of events, furloughs, movements, and
> other occurrences. These are hand written, and depending on the officer,
> will vary in quality of information. With a good record keeper, your patron
> can discover the daily experiences of his/her father during the war, and
> can find out when and where they went on leave, as well as the extra
> curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays and
> special events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
> daily morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their
> behalf.
>
> 5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
> photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
> which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
> down, but they may contain other useful information.
>
> Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
> started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are
> the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment
> Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have at least one
> card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist
> in confirming service information on a basic level, so your patron will
> want to search for one while waiting for records from the NRPC.
>
> Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled *Stories
> from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air
> Corps, and National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
> <https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/
1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5>*,
> which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available, how
> to access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This book
> is available through ILL, which should help the budget for this project.
>
> If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand
> before lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics
> for several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject
> last year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free
> guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from
> the World War I Centennial Commission website > https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html
> .
>
> If you need any additional help, let me know.
>
> Cheers,
> Debra
>
>
> On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>> Hello;
>> I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
>> from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for
>> a 'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
>> it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
>> Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide

>> to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a
>> WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information. They might
>> be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not
>> always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the other does
>> not.
>>
>> Thanks in advance,
>> Kim
>>
>>
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> ->
>
>
***********************************************************************************
************************
> Debra M. Dudek
> Fountaindale Public Library District
> Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
> 300 W. Briarcliff Road
> Bolingbrook, IL 60440
> (p) 630.685.4201
> "Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
> words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
> time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201

"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191107/
bf0a88e1/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Nov 7 12:04:48 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 07 Nov 2019 12:04:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] : military questions
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHV8fMn8NFAoFCU0aMST9y=qg1W8oHRvRM8W3o3_4h0RLA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAwgk_qu7AXy86FHAw9ZAZS1xoPowA0AV+qQApdb1C73wP7JCg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM6PR01MB59631ED362530638C3C8678BD57F0@DM6PR01MB5963.prod.exchangelabs.com>
<5DC2FDCE020000AA000D2973@volusia.org>
<CABS3ZHWrQfQ0LxcXX47c=jPgt1Ass4B6z=3bz9=s=hG+TGSU4w@mail.gmail.com>
<5DC33B1F020000AA000D2A34@volusia.org>
<CABS3ZHV8fMn8NFAoFCU0aMST9y=qg1W8oHRvRM8W3o3_4h0RLA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DC44EB0020000AA000D2C1C@volusia.org>
Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to make
things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father never discussed
them with her. I have her father's WW II draft registration. On the "next of kin"
line, he wrote down the name of his employer, since his parents were dead. The card
doesn't specifically ask for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something
else will if it survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get
anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she doesn't have it,
you can try without it, but she may not have access to everything in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents for his
selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards for WWII are online
as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should be able to find their father's
card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She said she has it
"somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the state of FL where he

died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance well
beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed in the
1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when requesting WWI and
WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form requesting his/her father's
WWII official military service file. The patron will want to include their father's
legal name, military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to note this,
and include a copy of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send
patrons to the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived the fire.
This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital treatment
records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person to person. Your
patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation and contact
information: https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/
visitors-services
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of information
your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate request to
the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their father's Veterans
Administration Index Card. This card will include a summary of their service
details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates, pension numbers, and other
information. This card is handy to have, as it will give solid unit/regiment data
which can be used to request a unit history from the Army Education and Heritage
Center. This can be done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they will want to
move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on microfilm at the National
Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster rolls are great, as they certify
where the patron's father is once a month, his condition (sick, missing, in
hospital, present, etc) and where the unit is located when the roll was called.
These rolls name the patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he
served with, which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding
access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want to move on
to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in charge would write a short
description of events, furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand
written, and depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of his/her
father during the war, and can find out when and where they went on leave, as well

as the extra curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays
and special events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the daily
morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from photographs,
articles, World War II honor books, and other publications which may be stored at a
local level. These can take some time to track down, but they may contain other
useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get started on
research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are the WWII Draft
Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some
people have both, but most people have at least one card, either a draft or an
enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist in confirming service information
on a basic level, so your patron will want to search for one while waiting for
records from the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled Stories from
the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and
National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
( https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/
1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5) ,
which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available, how to
access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This book is
available through ILL, which should help the budget for this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand before
lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics for several
years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject last year. If any
patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free guide, which will be
delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from the World War I Centennial
Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
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From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Fri Nov 8 10:32:15 2019
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Fri, 8 Nov 2019 10:32:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] : military records and social security

Message-ID: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
When I sent for my father's military records, I received the same DD214 that
my mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the fire. I
was going through some old court house records in South Carolina. Some
service personnel filed a copy of the DD214 with the Clerk of Court when
they were discharged. I have also heard from other genealogists that they
had found DD214's for family members in court houses located in various
states.

Has your patron sent for her father's Social Security Application? I sent
for my maternal grandfather's application. His parents' names were on the
application he filled out in 1936. (https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf)

Sincerely,

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] : military questions

Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to
make things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father
never discussed them with her. I have her father's WW II draft
registration. On the "next of kin" line, he wrote down the name of his
employer, since his parents were dead. The card doesn't specifically ask for
names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something else will if it survived
the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org <mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>

>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org <mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org>
> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
know the content is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she doesn't
have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to everything
in his file.

The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents for
his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards for WWII
are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should be able to
find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?

On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org
<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org> > wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She said she

has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the state of
FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim

>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org <mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org>
> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
know the content is safe.
Hi Kim,

There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance
well beyond an official military service record.

With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:

1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed in
the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when requesting
WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form requesting
his/her father's WWII official military service file. The patron will want
to include their father's legal name, military service (or serial) number,
social security number, and birth/death details. If the patron's father has
passed, you will want to note this, and include a copy of the death
certificate with the application. I tend to send patrons to the downloadable
form on the National Archives website, as the online option can be confusing
at times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived the
fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital
treatment records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person
to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation
and contact information:
https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitor
s-services

This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other records
to research.

2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov
<mailto:stl.archives at nara.gov> ) or send a separate request to the National

Personnel Records Center for a copy of their father's Veterans
Administration Index Card. This card will include a summary of their service
details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates, pension numbers, and other
information. This card is handy to have, as it will give solid unit/regiment
data which can be used to request a unit history from the Army Education and
Heritage Center. This can be done online and free of charge.

3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they will
want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on microfilm at
the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster rolls are great,
as they certify where the patron's father is once a month, his condition
(sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and where the unit is located
when the roll was called. These rolls name the patron's father by last name,
and show all the other men he served with, which helps when looking through
photos of Army buddies and friends in old photographs and correspondence.
The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the muster rolls in
person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.

4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want to
move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the
National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in
charge would write a short description of events, furloughs, movements, and
other occurrences. These are hand written, and depending on the officer,
will vary in quality of information. With a good record keeper, your patron
can discover the daily experiences of his/her father during the war, and can
find out when and where they went on leave, as well as the extra curricular
activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays and special
events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the daily
morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.

5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
down, but they may contain other useful information.

Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get started
on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are the WWII
Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment Cards on
Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have at least one card, either
a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist in confirming
service information on a basic level, so your patron will want to search for
one while waiting for records from the NRPC.

Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled Stories
from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air
Corps, and National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
<https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/1938
226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5
> , which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available,

how to access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This
book is available through ILL, which should help the budget for this
project.

If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand before
lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics for
several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject last
year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free guide,
which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from the World
War I Centennial Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwi-ge
nealogy-research-guide.html.

If you need any additional help, let me know.

Cheers,
Debra

On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org
<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org> > wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from
WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a
'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it?
I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a
WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information. They might
be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not
always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the other does
not.

Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org <mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
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"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time."
- Terry Prachett's Going Postal
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191108/70766510/
attachment-0001.html>
From joe at genesearch.com Fri Nov 8 14:00:26 2019
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Fri, 8 Nov 2019 12:00:26 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] military questions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfwi5343pvgByi8wHTUB130f2munJohCEfMdjhawqAtAyg@mail.gmail.com>
For future reference, this may be helpful:
Online World War II Indexes and Records - USA
https://www.militaryindexes.com/worldwartwo/
Happy searching.
Regards,
Joe (the death indexes guy)
Kim Dolce wrote:
> Hello;
> I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
from
> WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a
> service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
it? I
> saw his serial number, but I think that's different. <snipped>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191108/
c0ed7365/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Mon Nov 11 09:30:46 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2019 09:30:46 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: : military records and social security
In-Reply-To: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <5DC97096020000AA000D311B@volusia.org>
Thanks, Laura. Yes, I did send for the SS 5 form as I believe it will be
our best hope of learning the parents' names. I'm just hoping that he
filled out the form completely. Once we have that, I can probably do
some traditional genealogy on them. My patron doesn't use a computer and
didn't know where to start, so I'm trying to get what I can for her
since she knows so little.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Laura Holden" <lholden at andersonlibrary.org> 11/8/2019 10:32 AM
>>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
When I sent for my father?s military records, I received the same DD214
that my mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the
fire. I was going through some old court house records in South
Carolina. Some service personnel filed a copy of the DD214 with the
Clerk of Court when they were discharged. I have also heard from other
genealogists that they had found DD214?s for family members in court
houses located in various states.
Has your patron sent for her father?s Social Security Application? I
sent for my maternal grandfather?s application. His parents? names were
on the application he filled out in 1936.
(https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf)
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce

Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] : military questions
Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just
to make things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her
father never discussed them with her. I have her father's WW II draft
registration. On the "next of kin" line, he wrote down the name of his
employer, since his parents were dead. The card doesn't specifically ask
for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something else will if it
survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get
anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she
doesn't have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to
everything in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents
for his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards
for WWII are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should
be able to find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She
said she has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from
the state of FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they
advance well beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:

1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or
destroyed in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag
effect when requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should
fill out the form requesting his/her father's WWII official military
service file. The patron will want to include their father's legal name,
military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to
note this, and include a copy of the death certificate with the
application. I tend to send patrons to the downloadable form on the
National Archives website, as the online option can be confusing at
times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which
survived the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher,
medical/hospital treatment records, commendations, and other details. It
varies from person to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC
website for visitation and contact information:
https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate
request to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their
father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a
summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates,
pension numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as
it will give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a
unit history from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be
done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a
month, his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and
where the unit is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the
patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he served with,
which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC
regarding access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can
do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will
want to move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each
day, the officer in charge would write a short description of events,
furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand written, and
depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of
his/her father during the war, and can find out when and where they went
on leave, as well as the extra curricular activities planned out for the
servicemen during holidays and special events. The patron can consult
the NRPC regarding access to the daily morning reports in person, or if
a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from

photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
down, but they may contain other useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first
are the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII
Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have
at least one card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment
cards can assist in confirming service information on a basic level, so
your patron will want to search for one while waiting for records from
the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled
Stories from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition:
Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and National Guard Service Records
(Volume 1)
(
https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/1938226348/
ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5)
, which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available,
how to access them, and how to expand a search into European records.
This book is available through ILL, which should help the budget for
this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand
before lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics
for several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the
subject last year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up
for a free guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail
inbox, from the World War I Centennial Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking
for a 'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could
locate it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide
to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card
and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions
asked are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and
the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191111/026c5ad7/
attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Mon Nov 11 21:20:22 2019
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 11 Nov 2019 21:20:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home

Message-ID: <B8153B52-D473-4BF8-8380-BF6FE2FAD7E5@icloud.com>
This is a mixture of genealogical materials and history books, free to a good
library home. Please email me at birdlady2011 at icloud.com <mailto:birdlady2011 at
icloud.com> if interested. Shipping included.
Carol Willsey Bell, Ohio Guide to Genealogical Sources, 2nd ed., 1993. Hardcover in
excellent condition.
Genealogical Society of Vermont, Branches & Twigs
Vol. 20, No. 4 (1991)
Vol. 21, Nos. 1-3 (1992)
Vol. 23, Nos. 1-4 (1994), complete run
Vol. 24, Nos. 1-4 (1995), complete run
Harlan Hatcher, The Western Reserve: The Story of New Connecticut in Ohio (1966,
1991 reprint). Large paperback (ca. 8 x 5.5 inches), excellent condition.
William Hogeland, The Whiskey Rebellion: George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, and
the Frontier Rebels Who Challenged America?s Newfound Sovereignty (2006). Large
paperback (ca. 8 x 5.5 inches), excellent condition.
Donald A. Hutslar, Log Construction in the Ohio Country, 1750-1850. Large paperback
(ca. 8.5 x 5.5), excellent condition.
Irving Werstein, Kearny the Magnificent (1962), hardcover with dust jacket, very
good condition. (Civil War Union General Philip Kearny).
Robert Wilson, Mathew Brady: Portraits of a Nation (2013). 1st edition, inscribed
by author. Hardcover with dust jacket, excellent condition.
Thanks
Claire Kluskens

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191111/62ef4e02/
attachment.html>
From mwagner at irclibrary.org Tue Nov 12 13:07:11 2019
From: mwagner at irclibrary.org (Michelle Wagner)
Date: Tue, 12 Nov 2019 13:07:11 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] : military records and social security
In-Reply-To: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CADNHc9fvv1rzw+JP=nEM4ep02Ys3s0N=wZ+Za+0zu+JqVQRT5g@mail.gmail.com>
I have found that when they said "everything was lost in the fire" doesn't
necessarily mean that. I had a patron who still requested anything they had
after they said the same thing. He showed up in the library one day with a
huge box of military records (some even including what he ate in the mess
hall). Don't give up.
Michelle

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 10:34 AM Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

When I sent for my father?s military records, I received the same DD214
that my mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the
fire. I was going through some old court house records in South Carolina.
Some service personnel filed a copy of the DD214 with the Clerk of Court
when they were discharged. I have also heard from other genealogists that
they had found DD214?s for family members in court houses located in
various states.

Has your patron sent for her father?s Social Security Application? I sent
for my maternal grandfather?s application. His parents? names were on the
application he filled out in 1936. (https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf
)

Sincerely,

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
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>
>
>
>
>

Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Kim Dolce
*Sent:* Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] : military questions

Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to
make things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father
never discussed them with her. I have her father's WW II draft
registration. On the "next of kin" line, he wrote down the name of his
employer, since his parents were dead. The card doesn't specifically ask
for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something else will if it
survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
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know the content is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she doesn't
have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to everything
in his file.

The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents
for his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards for
WWII are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should be able
to find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?

On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She said
she has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the
state of FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim

>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system.
DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or
know the content is safe.
Hi Kim,

There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance
well beyond an official military service record.

With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:

1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed
in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when
requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form
requesting his/her father's WWII official military service file. The patron
will want to include their father's legal name, military service (or
serial) number, social security number, and birth/death details. If the
patron's father has passed, you will want to note this, and include a copy
of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send patrons to
the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived
the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital
treatment records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person

> to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation
> and contact information:
> https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices
>
>
>
> *This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
> information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
> records to research. *
>
>
>
>
>
> 2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate
> request to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their
> father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a
> summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates,
> pension numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as it
> will give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a unit
> history from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be done
> online and free of charge.
>
>
>
> 3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
> will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
> microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
> rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a month,
> his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and where the unit
> is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the patron's father
> by last name, and show all the other men he served with, which helps when
> looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in old photographs and
> correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
> muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
>
>
>
> 4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want
> to move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the
> National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in
> charge would write a short description of events, furloughs, movements, and
> other occurrences. These are hand written, and depending on the officer,
> will vary in quality of information. With a good record keeper, your patron
> can discover the daily experiences of his/her father during the war, and
> can find out when and where they went on leave, as well as the extra
> curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays and
> special events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the
> daily morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their
> behalf.
>
>
>
> 5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
> photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
> which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
> down, but they may contain other useful information.
>

>
>
> Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
> started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are
> the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment
> Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have at least one
> card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist
> in confirming service information on a basic level, so your patron will
> want to search for one while waiting for records from the NRPC.
>
>
>
> Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled *Stories
> from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air
> Corps, and National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)
> <https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/
1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5>*,
> which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available, how
> to access them, and how to expand a search into European records. This book
> is available through ILL, which should help the budget for this project.
>
>
>
> If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand
> before lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics
> for several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject
> last year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free
> guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from
> the World War I Centennial Commission website > https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html
> .
>
>
>
> If you need any additional help, let me know.
>
>
>
> Cheers,
>
> Debra
>
>
>
>
>
> On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
> Hello;
>
> I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
> from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for
> a 'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate
> it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
>
> Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
> volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a
> WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information. They might

> be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not
> always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and the other does
> not.
>
>
>
> Thanks in advance,
>
> Kim
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
>
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
> ->
>
>
>
>
***********************************************************************************
************************
>
> Debra M. Dudek
>
> Fountaindale Public Library District
>
> Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
>
> 300 W. Briarcliff Road
> Bolingbrook, IL 60440

>
> (p) 630.685.4201
>
> "Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
> words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
> time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
> ->
>
>
>
>
***********************************************************************************
************************
>
> Debra M. Dudek
>
> Fountaindale Public Library District
>
> Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
>
> 300 W. Briarcliff Road
> Bolingbrook, IL 60440
>
> (p) 630.685.4201
>
> "Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
> words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
> time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191112/12ecfa65/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Nov 12 13:46:42 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 12 Nov 2019 13:46:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: : military records and social security
In-Reply-To: <CADNHc9fvv1rzw+JP=nEM4ep02Ys3s0N=wZ+Za+0zu+JqVQRT5g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CADNHc9fvv1rzw+JP=nEM4ep02Ys3s0N=wZ+Za+0zu+JqVQRT5g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5DCAFE12020000AA000D354F@volusia.org>
Thanks Michelle!

I know that St. Louis was trying to salvage some records that weren't
completely destroyed. Her father grew up in a boys orphanage and
queries into those records have proved unsuccessful so far. She visited
the place as a teen and was told all of their records were lost in a
fire...but I don't believe it :)
We have sent for the SS 5 form to hopefully determine parents'
names. After we get that, I will try to pursue other avenues again.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Michelle Wagner" <mwagner at irclibrary.org> 11/12/2019 1:07 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
I have found that when they said "everything was lost in the fire"
doesn't necessarily mean that. I had a patron who still requested
anything they had after they said the same thing. He showed up in the
library one day with a huge box of military records (some even including
what he ate in the mess hall). Don't give up.
Michelle

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 10:34 AM Laura Holden
<lholden at andersonlibrary.org> wrote:
When I sent for my father?s military records, I received the same DD214
that my mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the
fire. I was going through some old court house records in South

Carolina. Some service personnel filed a copy of the DD214 with the
Clerk of Court when they were discharged. I have also heard from other
genealogists that they had found DD214?s for family members in court
houses located in various states.
Has your patron sent for her father?s Social Security Application? I
sent for my maternal grandfather?s application. His parents? names were
on the application he filled out in 1936.
(https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf)
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] : military questions
Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to
make things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father
never discussed them with her. I have her father's WW II draft
registration. On the "next of kin" line, he wrote down the name of his
employer, since his parents were dead. The card doesn't specifically ask
for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something else will if it
survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get
anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she

doesn't have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to
everything in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents
for his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards
for WWII are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should
be able to find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She
said she has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from
the state of FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they
advance well beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or
destroyed in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag
effect when requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should
fill out the form requesting his/her father's WWII official military
service file. The patron will want to include their father's legal name,
military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to
note this, and include a copy of the death certificate with the
application. I tend to send patrons to the downloadable form on the
National Archives website, as the online option can be confusing at
times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which
survived the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher,
medical/hospital treatment records, commendations, and other details. It
varies from person to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC
website for visitation and contact information:
https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate
request to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their
father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a
summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates,
pension numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as
it will give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a
unit history from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be

done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a
month, his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and
where the unit is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the
patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he served with,
which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC
regarding access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can
do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will
want to move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each
day, the officer in charge would write a short description of events,
furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand written, and
depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of
his/her father during the war, and can find out when and where they went
on leave, as well as the extra curricular activities planned out for the
servicemen during holidays and special events. The patron can consult
the NRPC regarding access to the daily morning reports in person, or if
a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
down, but they may contain other useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first
are the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII
Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have
at least one card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment
cards can assist in confirming service information on a basic level, so
your patron will want to search for one while waiting for records from
the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled
Stories from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition:
Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and National Guard Service Records
(Volume 1)
(
https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/1938226348/
ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5)
, which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available,
how to access them, and how to expand a search into European records.
This book is available through ILL, which should help the budget for
this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand
before lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics
for several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the
subject last year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up
for a free guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail
inbox, from the World War I Centennial Commission website -

https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking
for a 'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could
locate it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide
to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card
and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions
asked are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and
the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's Going Postal
_______________________________________________
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Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
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(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's Going Postal
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191112/8147d247/
attachment-0001.html>
From tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org Tue Nov 12 13:54:07 2019
From: tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org (Teri Embrey)
Date: Tue, 12 Nov 2019 18:54:07 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: : military records and social security
In-Reply-To: <5DCAFE12020000AA000D354F@volusia.org>
References: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CADNHc9fvv1rzw+JP=nEM4ep02Ys3s0N=wZ+Za+0zu+JqVQRT5g@mail.gmail.com>
<5DCAFE12020000AA000D354F@volusia.org>
Message-ID:
<DM6PR13MB2985C2773EF36B91483B9B83D8770@DM6PR13MB2985.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
The 1973 fire at the National Archives did not destroy all of their records.
of the records are available and have been reconstructed.
See: https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/fire-1973

Many

Also, if you haven?t already done so, check out:
Holik, Jennifer. Stories from the World War II Battlefield. Woodridge, IL:
Generations, 2015.OCLC # 904409893
Volume 1 is Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and National Guard service records
Hope this helps!
--Teri Embrey
Theresa A. R. Embrey, MLIS, MA
Director of Library Services
Pritzker Military Museum & Library
104 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60603

Email: tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org<mailto:tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org>
Web: www.pritzkermilitary.org<http://www.pritzkermilitary.org/>
Phone: 312.374.9333
Fax: 312.374.9314
Find us on Facebook @PritzkerMilitaryLibrary
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 12:47 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Re: : military records and social security
Thanks Michelle!
I know that St. Louis was trying to salvage some records that weren't completely
destroyed. Her father grew up in a boys orphanage and queries into those records
have proved unsuccessful so far. She visited the place as a teen and was told all
of their records were lost in a fire...but I don't believe it :)
We have sent for the SS 5 form to hopefully determine parents' names. After we
get that, I will try to pursue other avenues again.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> "Michelle Wagner" <mwagner at irclibrary.org<mailto:mwagner at irclibrary.org>>
11/12/2019 1:07 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
I have found that when they said "everything was lost in the fire" doesn't
necessarily mean that. I had a patron who still requested anything they had after
they said the same thing. He showed up in the library one day with a huge box of
military records (some even including what he ate in the mess hall). Don't give up.
Michelle
[https://drive.google.com/a/irclibrary.org/uc?
id=1zEat5IyeOoBxHZKw60kZGpDc2636zXQV&export=download]
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

On Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 10:34 AM Laura Holden <lholden at
andersonlibrary.org<mailto:lholden at andersonlibrary.org>> wrote:
When I sent for my father?s military records, I received the same DD214 that my
mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the fire. I was going
through some old court house records in South Carolina. Some service personnel
filed a copy of the DD214 with the Clerk of Court when they were discharged. I have
also heard from other genealogists that they had found DD214?s for family members
in court houses located in various states.
Has your patron sent for her father?s Social Security Application? I sent for my
maternal grandfather?s application. His parents? names were on the application he
filled out in 1936. (https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf)
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealibbounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] : military questions
Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to make things
easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father never discussed them
with her. I have her father's WW II draft registration. On the "next of kin" line,
he wrote down the name of his employer, since his parents were dead. The card
doesn't specifically ask for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something
else will if it survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get
anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org<mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org>>
11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she doesn't have it,
you can try without it, but she may not have access to everything in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents for his
selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards for WWII are online

as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should be able to find their father's
card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at
volusia.org>> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She said she has it
"somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from the state of FL where he
died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org<mailto:ddudek at fountaindale.org>>
11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they advance well
beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or destroyed in the
1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag effect when requesting WWI and
WWII Army records. Your patron should fill out the form requesting his/her father's
WWII official military service file. The patron will want to include their father's
legal name, military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to note this,
and include a copy of the death certificate with the application. I tend to send
patrons to the downloadable form on the National Archives website, as the online
option can be confusing at times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which survived the fire.
This typically includes a final payroll voucher, medical/hospital treatment
records, commendations, and other details. It varies from person to person. Your
patron will want to consult the NPRC website for visitation and contact
information: https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/
visitors-services
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of information
your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov<mailto:stl.archives at
nara.gov>) or send a separate request to the National Personnel Records Center for
a copy of their father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include
a summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates, pension
numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as it will give solid
unit/regiment data which can be used to request a unit history from the Army
Education and Heritage Center. This can be done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they will want to
move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on microfilm at the National
Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster rolls are great, as they certify
where the patron's father is once a month, his condition (sick, missing, in
hospital, present, etc) and where the unit is located when the roll was called.
These rolls name the patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he
served with, which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding
access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will want to move on
to the daily morning reports, which are also on microfilm at the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis. Each day, the officer in charge would write a short
description of events, furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand
written, and depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of his/her
father during the war, and can find out when and where they went on leave, as well
as the extra curricular activities planned out for the servicemen during holidays
and special events. The patron can consult the NRPC regarding access to the daily

morning reports in person, or if a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from photographs,
articles, World War II honor books, and other publications which may be stored at a
local level. These can take some time to track down, but they may contain other
useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get started on
research if they haven't already sought them out. The first are the WWII Draft
Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some
people have both, but most people have at least one card, either a draft or an
enlistment card. The enlistment cards can assist in confirming service information
on a basic level, so your patron will want to search for one while waiting for
records from the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik entitled Stories from
the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition: Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and
National Guard Service Records (Volume 1)<https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-WarBattlefield-Reconstructing/dp/1938226348/ref=sr_1_5?
keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5>, which provides a
detailed guide on what type of records are available, how to access them, and how
to expand a search into European records. This book is available through ILL, which
should help the budget for this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand before
lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics for several
years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the subject last year. If any
patrons need help with this, they can sign up for a free guide, which will be
delivered in PDF format to their e-mail inbox, from the World War I Centennial
Commission website https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at
volusia.org>> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records from WWII
(if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking for a 'service
number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could locate it? I saw his serial
number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide to
volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card and a WWII Army
enlistment record that have very similar information. They might be for the same
person, but I'm not sure, since questions asked are not always the same. For
example, one asks for next of kin and the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
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power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and time." - Terry
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_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________
The information contained in this communication is confidential and may be legally
privileged. It is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom
it is addressed and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the intended
recipient you are hereby (a) notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or
taking any action with respect to the content of this information is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful, and (b) kindly requested to inform the sender
immediately and destroy any copies. Pritzker Military Library and/or its
subsidiaries and/or affiliates are neither liable for the proper and complete
transmission of the information contained in this communication nor for any delay
in its receipt.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191112/4715b5fe/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Nov 12 14:59:48 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 12 Nov 2019 14:59:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Re: [EX] Re: : military records and social
security
In-Reply-To:
<DM6PR13MB2985C2773EF36B91483B9B83D8770@DM6PR13MB2985.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
References: <00cb01d59649$b31d5280$1957f780$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CADNHc9fvv1rzw+JP=nEM4ep02Ys3s0N=wZ+Za+0zu+JqVQRT5g@mail.gmail.com>
<5DCAFE12020000AA000D354F@volusia.org>

<DM6PR13MB2985C2773EF36B91483B9B83D8770@DM6PR13MB2985.namprd13.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <5DCB0F34020000AA000D357D@volusia.org>
Thanks, Teri!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Teri Embrey" <tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org> 11/12/2019 1:54 PM
>>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
The 1973 fire at the National Archives did not destroy all of their
records. Many of the records are available and have been
reconstructed.
See:https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/fire-1973
Also, if you haven?t already done so, check out:
Holik, Jennifer. Stories from the World War II Battlefield. Woodridge,
IL: Generations, 2015.OCLC # 904409893
Volume 1 is Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and National Guard service
records
Hope this helps!
--Teri Embrey
Theresa A. R. Embrey, MLIS, MA
Director of Library Services
Pritzker Military Museum & Library
104 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60603
Email:tembrey at pritzkermilitary.org
Web:www.pritzkermilitary.org
Phone: 312.374.9333
Fax: 312.374.9314
Find us on Facebook @PritzkerMilitaryLibrary
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 12:47 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [EX] Re: : military records and social
security
Thanks Michelle!
I know that St. Louis was trying to salvage some records that weren't
completely destroyed. Her father grew up in a boys orphanage and

queries into those records have proved unsuccessful so far. She visited
the place as a teen and was told all of their records were lost in a
fire...but I don't believe it :)
We have sent for the SS 5 form to hopefully determine parents'
names. After we get that, I will try to pursue other avenues again.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Michelle Wagner" <mwagner at irclibrary.org> 11/12/2019 1:07 PM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
I have found that when they said "everything was lost in the fire"
doesn't necessarily mean that. I had a patron who still requested
anything they had after they said the same thing. He showed up in the
library one day with a huge box of military records (some even including
what he ate in the mess hall). Don't give up.
Michelle
Please note: As ofJuly 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

On Fri, Nov 8, 2019 at 10:34 AM Laura Holden
<lholden at andersonlibrary.org> wrote:
When I sent for my father?s military records, I received the same DD214
that my mother sent for his flag. There were no other records due to the
fire. I was going through some old court house records in South
Carolina. Some service personnel filed a copy of the DD214 with the
Clerk of Court when they were discharged. I have also heard from other
genealogists that they had found DD214?s for family members in court
houses located in various states.

Has your patron sent for her father?s Social Security Application? I
sent for my maternal grandfather?s application. His parents? names were
on the application he filled out in 1936.
(https://www.ssa.gov/forms/ssa-711.pdf)
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History
SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
( http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/)
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
( mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] : military questions
Hi Debra;
I guess we'll go ahead and order the death certificate first, just to
make things easier. My patron's grandparents died young and her father
never discussed them with her. I have her father's WW II draft
registration. On the "next of kin" line, he wrote down the name of his
employer, since his parents were dead. The card doesn't specifically ask
for names of parents, but maybe, just maybe, something else will if it
survived the fire. I think she'd like to have whatever she can get
anyway.
Thanks for your helpful information!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/7/2019 11:23 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
A death certificate is not required, but helpful to have. If she
doesn't have it, you can try without it, but she may not have access to
everything in his file.
The patron's father would have provided the names of one of his parents
for his selective service or draft card registration. The draft cards
for WWII are online as are the WWII enlistments, so your patron should
be able to find their father's card easily right now. Do they have it?
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 4:10 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Thanks for this info, Debra! Is the death certificate required? She
said she has it "somewhere" but doesn't know where. We can get one from
the state of FL where he died for only $5.00, if it's required.
Kim
>>> "Debra Dudek" <ddudek at fountaindale.org> 11/6/2019 1:43 PM >>>

CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email
system. DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the
sender and/or know the content is safe.
Hi Kim,
There are many records available for WWII Army research, and they
advance well beyond an official military service record.
With that said, here's what your patron can expect during the request
process:
1) As a high number of official service records were damaged or
destroyed in the 1973 National Archives fire, there is a mixed bag
effect when requesting WWI and WWII Army records. Your patron should
fill out the form requesting his/her father's WWII official military
service file. The patron will want to include their father's legal name,
military service (or serial) number, social security number, and
birth/death details. If the patron's father has passed, you will want to
note this, and include a copy of the death certificate with the
application. I tend to send patrons to the downloadable form on the
National Archives website, as the online option can be confusing at
times. This is entirely their choice.
In many instances, your patron will receive any paperwork which
survived the fire. This typically includes a final payroll voucher,
medical/hospital treatment records, commendations, and other details. It
varies from person to person. Your patron will want to consult the NPRC
website for visitation and contact
information:https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/
visitors-services
(
https://www.archives.gov/personnel-records-center/military-personnel/visitorsservices)
This is not the end of the research process! Depending on what type of
information your patron wishes to discover, there are a lot of other
records to research.
2) The patron can e-mail (stl.archives at nara.gov) or send a separate
request to the National Personnel Records Center for a copy of their
father's Veterans Administration Index Card. This card will include a
summary of their service details, as well as enlistment/discharge dates,
pension numbers, and other information. This card is handy to have, as
it will give solid unit/regiment data which can be used to request a
unit history from the Army Education and Heritage Center. This can be
done online and free of charge.
3) When your patron has the name of their father's unit/regiment, they
will want to move to acquiring copies of muster rolls which are on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Muster
rolls are great, as they certify where the patron's father is once a
month, his condition (sick, missing, in hospital, present, etc) and
where the unit is located when the roll was called. These rolls name the
patron's father by last name, and show all the other men he served with,
which helps when looking through photos of Army buddies and friends in
old photographs and correspondence. The patron can consult the NRPC
regarding access to the muster rolls in person, or if a researcher can
do so on their behalf.
4) When your patron is finished researching muster rolls, they will
want to move on to the daily morning reports, which are also on
microfilm at the National Personnel Records Center in St. Louis. Each
day, the officer in charge would write a short description of events,
furloughs, movements, and other occurrences. These are hand written, and
depending on the officer, will vary in quality of information. With a
good record keeper, your patron can discover the daily experiences of

his/her father during the war, and can find out when and where they went
on leave, as well as the extra curricular activities planned out for the
servicemen during holidays and special events. The patron can consult
the NRPC regarding access to the daily morning reports in person, or if
a researcher can do so on their behalf.
5) There are often a lot of local resources on WWII veterans, from
photographs, articles, World War II honor books, and other publications
which may be stored at a local level. These can take some time to track
down, but they may contain other useful information.
Side Note - There are two quick resources your patron can use to get
started on research if they haven't already sought them out. The first
are the WWII Draft Cards on Ancestry, and the second are the WWII
Enlistment Cards on Fold3. Some people have both, but most people have
at least one card, either a draft or an enlistment card. The enlistment
cards can assist in confirming service information on a basic level, so
your patron will want to search for one while waiting for records from
the NRPC.
Finally, there is a great book available by Jennifer Holik
entitledStories from the World War II Battlefield 2nd edition:
Reconstructing Army, Air Corps, and National Guard Service Records
(Volume 1)
(
https://www.amazon.com/Stories-World-War-Battlefield-Reconstructing/dp/1938226348/
ref=sr_1_5?keywords=Jennifer+Holik+World+War+II&qid=1573065157&sr=8-5)
, which provides a detailed guide on what type of records are available,
how to access them, and how to expand a search into European records.
This book is available through ILL, which should help the budget for
this project.
If anyone is curious why I wrote a dissertation on the topic at hand
before lunchtime, I have been writing and researching World War I topics
for several years, and I published my first genealogy guide on the
subject last year. If any patrons need help with this, they can sign up
for a free guide, which will be delivered in PDF format to their e-mail
inbox, from the World War I Centennial Commission website
-https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html
(
https://www.worldwar1centennial.org/index.php/commemorate/family-ties/wwigenealogy-research-guide.html)
.
If you need any additional help, let me know.
Cheers,
Debra
On Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11:10 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello;
I'm hoping to have a patron send off for her father's military records
from WWII (if they exist.) The online form from the Archives is asking
for a 'service number.' Is this required? Does anyone know how I could
locate it? I saw his serial number, but I think that's different.
Also...did individuals sometimes register for the draft and then decide
to volunteer before their number was called? I have a WWII draft card
and a WWII Army enlistment record that have very similar information.
They might be for the same person, but I'm not sure, since questions
asked are not always the same. For example, one asks for next of kin and
the other does not.
Thanks in advance,
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
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"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett'sGoing Postal
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Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
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"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett'sGoing Postal
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The information contained in this communication is confidential and may
be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom it is addressed and others authorized to
receive it. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby (a)
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking any action
with respect to the content of this information is strictly prohibited
and may be unlawful, and (b) kindly requested to inform the sender
immediately and destroy any copies. Pritzker Military Library and/or its
subsidiaries and/or affiliates are neither liable for the proper and
complete transmission of the information contained in this communication
nor for any delay in its receipt.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191112/
cc930fd1/attachment-0001.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Nov 13 15:23:25 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 15:23:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.: 1690-2011
<http://www.stanford.edu/group/ruralwest/cgi-bin/drupal/visualizations/
us_newspapers>,
- Rural West Initiative, Bill Lane Center for the American West at Stanford
University has created a very interesting visualization
<http://www.stanford.edu/group/ruralwest/cgi-bin/drupal/visualizations/
us_newspapers>
which plots over 140,000 newspapers published over three centuries in
the United
States.
However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May
2019] it asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the
public link to the searchable database? Thanks for any help.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/3ca64f64/
attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Wed Nov 13 15:43:08 2019
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 20:43:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published the same
information, including the visualization:
https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/
Bill Forsyth
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.:

1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>, - Rural West Initiative, Bill
Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University has created a very
interesting visualization<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> which plots over 140,000 newspapers
published over three centuries in the United States.
However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May 2019] it
asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the public link to the
searchable database? Thanks for any help.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/
c1e87429/attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Wed Nov 13 15:46:28 2019
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 20:46:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
sentence:
The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011<http://vimeo.com/26364172?width=1080> from
Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.
It?s a really cool timeline.
Bill Forsyth
From: William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published the same
information, including the visualization:
https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/

Bill Forsyth
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.:
1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>, - Rural West Initiative, Bill
Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University has created a very
interesting visualization<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> which plots over 140,000 newspapers
published over three centuries in the United States.
However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May 2019] it
asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the public link to the
searchable database? Thanks for any help.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/
b58d67f2/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Nov 13 16:04:56 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 16:04:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you, Bill. I did find both of those. What I seek to do is put in a
search for a specific town, which I used to be able to do at the Stanford
site. The links do not appear to allow that.
It seems to be behind the Stanford Univ wall.
Larry Naukam

On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:47 PM William Forsyth <
William.Forsyth at proquest.com> wrote:
> I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
> sentence:
>
>
>
> The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011
> <http://vimeo.com/26364172?width=1080> from Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.
>
>
>
> It?s a really cool timeline.
>
>
>
> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> *From:* William Forsyth
> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper
> visualization
>
>
>
> There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published
> the same information, including the visualization:
>
>
>
>
> https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/
>
>
>
> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
> mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *genbook
> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
>
>
>
> [External Email]
>
> I have been using the web site:
> The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.: 1690-2011

> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>,
> - Rural West Initiative, Bill Lane Center for the American West at
> Stanford University has created a very interesting visualization
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>
> which plots over 140,000 newspapers published over three centuries in the
> United States.
>
>
>
> However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May
> 2019] it asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the
> public link to the searchable database? Thanks for any help.
>
>
>
> Larry Naukam
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/
ae34c37a/attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Wed Nov 13 16:52:13 2019
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 21:52:13 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Great idea, Larry. I also watched closely the change in the total newspaper count
over time, with the peak around 1946. It would be fascinating to learn the reasons
why the decline began right after WWII. Also, I wasn?t surprised to see heavy
growth in the Midwest with all the small town newspapers that were published in the
20th Century.
Do you think their research would be a great topic for a keynote or luncheon
presentation at the RUSA Genealogy Preconference at ALA Annual, or even part of the
main ALA Conference programming?

Genealib Readers, please feel free to chime in or contact me offline via email.
Bill
William J. Forsyth, PMP ? Senior Product Manager
ProQuest
789 E. Eisenhower Parkway
Ann Arbor, MI USA 48106-1346
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
Thank you, Bill. I did find both of those. What I seek to do is put in a search for
a specific town, which I used to be able to do at the Stanford site. The links do
not appear to allow that.
It seems to be behind the Stanford Univ wall.
Larry Naukam
On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:47 PM William Forsyth <William.Forsyth at
proquest.com<mailto:William.Forsyth at proquest.com>> wrote:
I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
sentence:
The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http-3A__vimeo.com_26364172-3Fwidth3D1080&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=3HBKZRIKDfnbcyln_wyZ90vuZUnEwmId9xdaVaqHkJ0&e=> from Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.
It?s a really cool timeline.
Bill Forsyth
From: William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published the same
information, including the visualization:
https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__thesocietypages.org_graphicsociology_2011_08_06_us-2Dnewspapers-2D1690-2D20112Ddata-2Dvisualization2Dstanford_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=tb7Lv8grqtM3ZpR_yuyl3zYd9Xo4Wg8ytgJ32bFGs-k&e=>

Bill Forsyth
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.:
1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>, - Rural West Initiative, Bill
Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University has created a very
interesting visualization<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> which plots over 140,000 newspapers
published over three centuries in the United States.
However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May 2019] it
asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the public link to the
searchable database? Thanks for any help.
Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSg
FCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=0h88-QJaQcG0o7PC5G49CmCr1xU35f3VFeK2De459hs&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/3ed01ebc/
attachment.html>
From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Wed Nov 13 17:06:02 2019
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (William Forsyth)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 22:06:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com

>

<CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>

<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR0801MB36520BC33CF0C4CD4833A38986760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
My mistake. The greatest peak appears to have been in 1914, with 17,131
newspapers. [It?s hard to control the animation.] However, there was a noticeable
decline beginning after 1945, too. The two World Wars and the war economies
appears to have had a direct effect on newspaper growth.
Bill
From: William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
Great idea, Larry. I also watched closely the change in the total newspaper count
over time, with the peak around 1946. It would be fascinating to learn the reasons
why the decline began right after WWII. Also, I wasn?t surprised to see heavy
growth in the Midwest with all the small town newspapers that were published in the
20th Century.
Do you think their research would be a great topic for a keynote or luncheon
presentation at the RUSA Genealogy Preconference at ALA Annual, or even part of the
main ALA Conference programming?
Genealib Readers, please feel free to chime in or contact me offline via email.
Bill
William J. Forsyth, PMP ? Senior Product Manager
ProQuest
789 E. Eisenhower Parkway
Ann Arbor, MI USA 48106-1346
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
Thank you, Bill. I did find both of those. What I seek to do is put in a search for
a specific town, which I used to be able to do at the Stanford site. The links do
not appear to allow that.
It seems to be behind the Stanford Univ wall.
Larry Naukam

On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:47 PM William Forsyth <William.Forsyth at
proquest.com<mailto:William.Forsyth at proquest.com>> wrote:
I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
sentence:
The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http-3A__vimeo.com_26364172-3Fwidth3D1080&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=3HBKZRIKDfnbcyln_wyZ90vuZUnEwmId9xdaVaqHkJ0&e=> from Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.
It?s a really cool timeline.
Bill Forsyth
From: William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published the same
information, including the visualization:
https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__thesocietypages.org_graphicsociology_2011_08_06_us-2Dnewspapers-2D1690-2D20112Ddata-2Dvisualization2Dstanford_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=tb7Lv8grqtM3ZpR_yuyl3zYd9Xo4Wg8ytgJ32bFGs-k&e=>
Bill Forsyth
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
[External Email]
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.:
1690-2011<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>, - Rural West Initiative, Bill
Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University has created a very
interesting visualization<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> which plots over 140,000 newspapers
published over three centuries in the United States.
However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May 2019] it

asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the public link to the
searchable database? Thanks for any help.
Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSg
FCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=0h88-QJaQcG0o7PC5G49CmCr1xU35f3VFeK2De459hs&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/727fa585/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Nov 13 17:47:15 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 17:47:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB36520BC33CF0C4CD4833A38986760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB36520BC33CF0C4CD4833A38986760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUPgEMJC1vLaE0oipdvOOwLRQHvdLao5_=Ltc9OrrRu=A@mail.gmail.com>
Bill, I definitely think that this would be a good tool for, among others,
genealogy librarians. Newspapers are a great source of contemporary to the
events items. They can often provide a partial understanding of what the
ancestors did what they did. While I am now retired I often mention
newspapers in my talks to local groups, and even have examples of local
"hidden" papers which were digitized via grants and are only on the web
sites of tiny little local libraries,
Yes, it would make a good talk.
Larry Naukam
On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 5:06 PM William Forsyth <
William.Forsyth at proquest.com> wrote:
> My mistake.
> newspapers.

The greatest peak appears to have been in 1914, with 17,131
[It?s hard to control the animation.] However, there was a
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noticeable decline beginning after 1945, too. The two World Wars and the
war economies appears to have had a direct effect on newspaper growth.

Bill

*From:* William Forsyth
*Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:52 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper
visualization

Great idea, Larry. I also watched closely the change in the total
newspaper count over time, with the peak around 1946. It would be
fascinating to learn the reasons why the decline began right after WWII.
Also, I wasn?t surprised to see heavy growth in the Midwest with all the
small town newspapers that were published in the 20th Century.

Do you think their research would be a great topic for a keynote or
luncheon presentation at the RUSA Genealogy Preconference at ALA Annual, or
even part of the main ALA Conference programming?

Genealib Readers, please feel free to chime in or contact me offline via
email.

Bill

William J. Forsyth, PMP ? Senior Product Manager
ProQuest
789 E. Eisenhower Parkway
Ann Arbor, MI USA 48106-1346
william.forsyth at proquest.com

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:05 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper
visualization

>
>
>
> [External Email]
>
> Thank you, Bill. I did find both of those. What I seek to do is put in a
> search for a specific town, which I used to be able to do at the Stanford
> site. The links do not appear to allow that.
>
>
>
> It seems to be behind the Stanford Univ wall.
>
>
>
> Larry Naukam
>
>
>
>
>
> On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:47 PM William Forsyth <
> William.Forsyth at proquest.com> wrote:
>
> I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
> sentence:
>
>
>
> The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__vimeo.com_26364172-3Fwidth3D1080&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=3HBKZRIKDfnbcyln_wyZ90vuZUnEwmId9xdaVaqHkJ0&e=>
> from Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.
>
>
>
> It?s a really cool timeline.
>
>
>
> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> *From:* William Forsyth
> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper
> visualization
>
>
>
> There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published
> the same information, including the visualization:
>
>
>

>
> https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__thesocietypages.org_graphicsociology_2011_08_06_us-2Dnewspapers-2D1690-2D20112Ddata-2Dvisualization2Dstanford_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=tb7Lv8grqtM3ZpR_yuyl3zYd9Xo4Wg8ytgJ32bFGs-k&e=>
>
>
>
> Bill Forsyth
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
> mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *genbook
> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
>
>
>
> [External Email]
>
> I have been using the web site:
> The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.: 1690-2011
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>,
> - Rural West Initiative, Bill Lane Center for the American West at
> Stanford University has created a very interesting visualization
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=>
> which plots over 140,000 newspapers published over three centuries in the
> United States.
>
>
>
> However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May
> 2019] it asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the
> public link to the searchable database? Thanks for any help.
>
>
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-

3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSg
FCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=0h88-QJaQcG0o7PC5G49CmCr1xU35f3VFeK2De459hs&e=>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/
f9f6daa2/attachment-0001.html>
From bhill at berkeley.edu Wed Nov 13 19:00:34 2019
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Wed, 13 Nov 2019 16:00:34 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB36520BC33CF0C4CD4833A38986760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB36520BC33CF0C4CD4833A38986760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-FGe-xOFCiu60p--NJoc5xCfZG0TN4BbCGkKZ569O8zVA@mail.gmail.com>
If I were to venture a guess, radio began to become more widespread and
available to the masses after World War I; and television became more
widely available right after World War II. Now it appears that the
Internet will kill off the print editions of the remaining newspapers.

On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 2:06 PM William Forsyth <
William.Forsyth at proquest.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

My mistake. The greatest peak appears to have been in 1914, with 17,131
newspapers. [It?s hard to control the animation.] However, there was a
noticeable decline beginning after 1945, too. The two World Wars and the
war economies appears to have had a direct effect on newspaper growth.

Bill

*From:* William Forsyth

> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:52 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper
> visualization
>
>
>
> Great idea, Larry. I also watched closely the change in the total
> newspaper count over time, with the peak around 1946. It would be
> fascinating to learn the reasons why the decline began right after WWII.
> Also, I wasn?t surprised to see heavy growth in the Midwest with all the
> small town newspapers that were published in the 20th Century.
>
>
>
> <snip>
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191113/
f2887afe/attachment.html>
From tneel at ogs.org Thu Nov 14 17:04:03 2019
From: tneel at ogs.org (Tom Neel)
Date: Thu, 14 Nov 2019 17:04:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAKEoNhU=uWiityWAXQi-1w4WAPgdMfw4QAkiwPV1Uxizxs-XYg@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652DAB033DFB434EC10E80586760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CY4PR0801MB3652E860C968AB46B997903886760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
<CAKEoNhV74CTc-B3KF3a9Nn5V-SM2L-WvztZCpRYEGSX9Y-JTgw@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR0801MB3652723DEAA9659C7424DAA286760@CY4PR0801MB3652.namprd08.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <004601d59b37$6e2f0720$4a8d1560$@ogs.org>
Interesting topic. There are several side issues with this newspaper decline
program as it relates to our field.
How is a community?s history being preserved without a newspaper? Is
somebody in each town capturing the important Facebook posts and organizing them?
That is how I get my local news.
Obituaries are expensive now with the surviving newspapers because they
need income. I guess we are seeing answers develop there as to who records these.
Funeral homes now publish the obituaries, the online vendors contract with them,
and years down the road, we will have to filter for our community in order to get
obituary collections (if those companies still exist).
How are the surviving papers (print and electronic) being saved locally
with the less opportunity to use microfilm as a preservation method? Some are being
picked up by online vendors. Who knows how long these will last. Many libraries
cannot now replace newspaper films that have been damaged by wear ? masters gone,

companies folded. Small town newspapers may not be getting saved in many cases ?
film or digital or original.
Lots of issues in this area! We are in changing times.
Tom Neel, Library Director
Ohio Genealogical Society

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 4:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization

Great idea, Larry. I also watched closely the change in the total newspaper count
over time, with the peak around 1946. It would be fascinating to learn the reasons
why the decline began right after WWII. Also, I wasn?t surprised to see heavy
growth in the Midwest with all the small town newspapers that were published in the
20th Century.

Do you think their research would be a great topic for a keynote or luncheon
presentation at the RUSA Genealogy Preconference at ALA Annual, or even part of the
main ALA Conference programming?

Genealib Readers, please feel free to chime in or contact me offline via email.

Bill

William J. Forsyth, PMP ? Senior Product Manager
ProQuest
789 E. Eisenhower Parkway
Ann Arbor, MI USA 48106-1346
william.forsyth at proquest.com

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization

[External Email]
Thank you, Bill. I did find both of those. What I seek to do is put in a search for
a specific town, which I used to be able to do at the Stanford site. The links do
not appear to allow that.

It seems to be behind the Stanford Univ wall.

Larry Naukam

On Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:47 PM William Forsyth <William.Forsyth at proquest.com>
wrote:
I should have explained that the visualization is hyperlinked in the first
sentence:

The Growth of US Newspapers, 1690-2011 <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http-3A__vimeo.com_26364172-3Fwidth3D1080&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=3HBKZRIKDfnbcyln_wyZ90vuZUnEwmId9xdaVaqHkJ0&e=> from Geoff McGhee on Vimeo.

It?s a really cool timeline.

Bill Forsyth

From: William Forsyth
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization

There?s another website (non-Stanford) that appears to have re-published the same
information, including the visualization:

https://thesocietypages.org/graphicsociology/2011/08/06/us-newspapers-1690-2011data-visualization-stanford/ <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__thesocietypages.org_graphicsociology_2011_08_06_us-2Dnewspapers-2D1690-2D2011-

2Ddata-2Dvisualization2Dstanford_&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=tb7Lv8grqtM3ZpR_yuyl3zYd9Xo4Wg8ytgJ32bFGs-k&e=>

Bill Forsyth

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 1:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] missing or not accessible newspaper visualization

[External Email]
I have been using the web site:
The Growth of Newspapers Across the U.S.: 1690-2011
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> , - Rural West Initiative, Bill
Lane Center for the American West at Stanford University has created a very
interesting <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.stanford.edu_group_ruralwest_cgi-2Dbin_drupal_visualizations_us5Fnewspapers&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSgFCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=lZDtqW1HNtvJxfEf66HLr3yfs95Qe2ZAnMP0DBnaFkg&s=
tXyqr5A8JSJejl9u5ZhYO8KgMR-75BkRk0RaE4bM3Sw&e=> visualization which plots over
140,000 newspapers published over three centuries in the United States.

However when I click the bookmarked link which I have [last used in May 2019] it
asks me to log in to Stanford University. Does anyone have the public link to the
searchable database? Thanks for any help.

Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=WMhnfwkfN4LR6wX29ZSg
FCZf_hw4vy5MAv7iZJNaAD4&r=KG0y5FcTlU3sPuFCHuYsDFDjPdwguoLGkf5tKeZQ1M&m=HAHIVTFbNzTWUee9RlrhyibvDDV9JOLI_1S1gDWSD4&s=0h88-QJaQcG0o7PC5G49CmCr1xU35f3VFeK2De459hs&e=>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191114/496ce83c/
attachment.html>
From philipsutton at nypl.org Wed Nov 20 17:56:06 2019
From: philipsutton at nypl.org (Philip Sutton)
Date: Wed, 20 Nov 2019 17:56:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] HS Genealogy / History Achievement Award, 2020
Message-ID: <CAGvAnk08ETLPgN-mKcy+7wkGVhXkYqzxEyNsTuPqJY3Nggr5aw@mail.gmail.com>
Dear all
The RUSA Genealogy and History Achievement Award Committee administers an
annual award of $1,500 to a librarian, library, or publisher to encourage,
recognize, and commend professional achievement in historical reference and
research librarianship.
The HS Genealogy / History Achievement Award
<http://www.ala.org/rusa/hs-genealogy-history-achievement-award> is
sponsored by ProQuest
We are looking for nominees for the 2020 award. If you know of anyone who
has made an exceptional contribution to genealogy and history research,
with regards to bibliography, book reviewing, indexing, professional
association leadership, programs, and training, then we would like to hear
from you. Preference is given to RUSA members.
You can nominate someone using the online form at
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/
1FAIpQLSdckyaakVJjRmc_WQfIIeaVt_VibB3aXdgWE9Wbl8IZXSN33g/viewform
Please let myself, Phil Sutton, or committee chair Helen E. Gbala know if
you have any questions.
Thanks you for your time.
Phil
-Philip Sutton
Librarian II
Milstein Division of United States History, Local History & Genealogy
The New York Public Library
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Room 121
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018-2788
(212) 930-0589
philipsutton at nypl.org
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From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Thu Nov 21 10:09:47 2019
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2019 10:09:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Group opposing USCIS's proposed fee hikes

Message-ID: <CAL768sW6r8Se5fhXeZqnPZtbFDn5FzduX=4-Ny9o-pNwPKeBUQ@mail.gmail.com>
As many of you have probably heard, USCIS has proposed increasing fees for
documents from the USCIS Genealogy program by over 400%.
A group of genealogists, historians and records access advocates created a
website Records Not Revenue https://www.recordsnotrevenue.com/ to help
people protest these hikes. Feel free to pass the link along.
Comments against the fee hikes are due December 16, 2019.
Recordsnotrevenue.com has all the relevant contact information.
Megan Lewis,
USHMM reference librarian
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Nov 21 17:19:34 2019
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2019 22:19:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Room divider panels
Message-ID:
<SN6PR09MB30231823ABD5321A70DF8E37AC4E0@SN6PR09MB3023.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hi, List:
Have any of you purchased room divider panels to create a "private" workspace
within a room? The genealogy room here was not originally designed to contain an
archival processing space, but now I get to have one, and I'm looking for
affordable prices on room divider panels. If you've had experience with these
items, I'd appreciate knowing where you found them and what they cost.
Appreciate the help!
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, MSLS, MA
Genealogy Librarian, Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
|
Grapevine Public Library
|
1201 Municipal Way
|
Grapevine, TX 76051
|
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Thu Nov 21 21:25:03 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2019 18:25:03 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Room divider panels
In-Reply-To:
<SN6PR09MB30231823ABD5321A70DF8E37AC4E0@SN6PR09MB3023.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<SN6PR09MB30231823ABD5321A70DF8E37AC4E0@SN6PR09MB3023.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmGfxDqkKHfcAPDdhX8v1NH-AN0bRYwo-v=EXbYw23=Bg@mail.gmail.com>
DEMCO is the place.
Arlene Miles
California Genealogy Society
Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
On Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 2:20 PM Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi, List:

Have any of you purchased room divider panels to create a ?private?
workspace within a room? The genealogy room here was not originally
designed to contain an archival processing space, but now I get to have
one, and I?m looking for affordable prices on room divider panels. If
you?ve had experience with these items, I?d appreciate knowing where you
found them and what they cost.

Appreciate the help!

Nancy
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Nancy Maxwell, MSLS, MA

Genealogy Librarian, Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
|

Grapevine Public Library

> |
1201 Municipal Way
>
> |
Grapevine, TX 76051
>
> |
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Nov 22 12:29:54 2019
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2019 12:29:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Archives (aka Heritage Microfilm)
Message-ID: <CAPXojw9DvnJqyMz4J_m9i7qoLL6p2i4xA2BKsX9ccTR8yugsGQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All!
Anyone got a working phone number for Heritage Archives? One that
works and has a person on the other end. Maybe, you even have a name
for someone there.
Thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
From jacksonm at bibblib.org Sat Nov 23 10:22:32 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Sat, 23 Nov 2019 10:22:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Room divider panels
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYmGfxDqkKHfcAPDdhX8v1NH-AN0bRYwo-v=EXbYw23=Bg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<SN6PR09MB30231823ABD5321A70DF8E37AC4E0@SN6PR09MB3023.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CALCozYmGfxDqkKHfcAPDdhX8v1NH-AN0bRYwo-v=EXbYw23=Bg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33x+Xq_rnrWCa57m+GM4h2BjehNGgAZK0nXZoV+qmTcaAg@mail.gmail.com>
Have you thought about shelves that would function to hold supplies in the
Processing area. We have shelves that divide our genealogy are from our
Archives Seating area. We love the shelves instead of a blank wall and
they are very sturdy.

*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 9:26 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> DEMCO is the place.
> Arlene Miles
> California Genealogy Society
> Director
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
>
>
> On Thu, Nov 21, 2019 at 2:20 PM Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
> wrote:
>
>> Hi, List:
>>
>>
>>
>> Have any of you purchased room divider panels to create a ?private?
>> workspace within a room? The genealogy room here was not originally
>> designed to contain an archival processing space, but now I get to have
>> one, and I?m looking for affordable prices on room divider panels. If
>> you?ve had experience with these items, I?d appreciate knowing where you
>> found them and what they cost.
>>

>>
>>
>> Appreciate the help!
>>
>>
>>
>> Nancy
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> [image: GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]|
Nancy Maxwell, MSLS, MA
>>
>>
Genealogy Librarian, Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> |
Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> |
1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> |
Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> |
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084| E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From dsmith at usf.edu Sun Nov 24 09:56:38 2019
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Sun, 24 Nov 2019 14:56:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Benjamin Franklin's Family (Volume 1) - new book release
Message-ID: <F4071618-6401-476C-9A80-B67D66439853@usf.edu>
Contact
Michael J. Leclerc, CG? michael at mjleclerc.com
Release Date November 8, 2019

[page1image9916688]
FIRST MAJOR GENEALOGY OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN?S FAMILY PUBLISHED
English Ancestry, First Volume in a Series, Now Available
[Boston, Massachusetts, November 2019] Benjamin Franklin?s Family is a decades-long
project to document the family of noted Revolutionary War patriot Benjamin
Franklin. The first book in this multi-part series, Volume 1: English Ancestors,
can now be purchased at Amazon for $25.99.
This volume documents the history of the Franklin ancestors in England. The surname
Franklin is a common one in England. Franklin families in Northamptonshire in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were analyzed to determine which are related to
Benjamin and which are not.
From Robert to Thomas, to Henry, to Thomas, to Josiah, five generations of
Franklins show that the family was not associated just with the village of Ecton,
but with villages across the county of Northamptonshire.
It also treats the families of the women who married into the family: Josiah?s
first wife, Anne Child, Thomas?s wife Jane White, Henry?s wife Agnes Jones, and
Thomas?s wife Margery Meadows.
Author Michael J. Leclerc, an accredited associate of the Board for Certification
of Genealogists, states that ?I am extremely pleased to help historians and
genealogists alike see the members of this family and the contributions they have
made.?
More details about the project are available at www.franklinsfam.com.
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